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CHAUNCEY COLTON, D.D., PROPRIETOR.

.VOLUME XI.

Christ anti Hie

Cruti, anti

Sobc.

CINCINNATI AND LOUISVILLE, SATURDAY, APRIL 24, 1841.

THOMAS R. RAYMOND, PUBLISHER.

NUMBER

17.

Rev. and Dear Brother:—I received your paper?
necessary to the temporal well-being of soci by the prospects of a coming night upon cessity, its design, its destiny,—what is it?
< o in m u n i r a r i c n s.
with thankful pleasure, they seem like specimens
ety; and that society, with scarcely a percept whose deep glooms no morning should ever So formed it is, so builded, so fashioned, as
dropped from the midst of heaven by the angel in
EDITED BY
For the Western Episcopal Observ er.
ible change in its constitution, principle or break; and the softer affections of their hearts exactly balanced, and so exquisitely touched
bis flight with thfe everlasting gospel in his hand.
REV. CHAUNCEY COITOY,
CHARITY EXEMPLIFIED.
............. Happy are those that can cultivate true
practice, without any convulsion which would would wither, like the delicate flower, if shut in every part, that sin introduced into it, is
“
WILUAff JACKSON,
The dismembered state of Christ’s church brotherly love and respect, although they cannot ill
“
J OSIN T. BROOKE,
indicate that its foundations were shaken, that out from the daylight of eternity, and the the direst misery; that every unholy thought
every thing think and act together. 1 here is still a
“
HENRY V. D. JOHNS’
its main spring had snapped, that its vital sunshine of God’s countenance. To such falls upon it a drop of poison; that every on earth is a mournful stght. One of the wide field for mutual operation, there may be a few
sad
consequences
is
that
members
of
the
va

hedges and ditches to seperate portions ot the land,
PUBLISHED WEEKLY, AT CINCINNATI AND LOUISVILLE, principle was suspended, would dedicate as spirits a paradise of delights, without a God, guilty desire, breathing upon every delicate
it is all one farm—Glory be to the chief Hus
we have already seen in a neighboring coun would be but a deeper hell; and all the chari part and fibre of the soul, is the plague-spot rious different communities are apt to view but
BY THOMAS R . RAYMOND.
bandman and great Shepherd.—His grace and mer
each
other
with
distrust,
and
to
think
and
try, temples of Christ to the deities of Greece ties of a transitory and evanescent scenes of evil, the blight of death. Made, then, is
cy be on such subordinate husbandmen and shepherds
Printed it the H’&sRni Church Prat, Rogers’ Row, West Fourth-Street, Cincinnati.
and Rome, and would settle in a religion (for would depress, if not drive them into frantic it for virtne, not for sin,—oh! not for sin, for speak uncharitably and acrimoniously of each as you, and far more so,
Terms....Two Dollars and Fifty Cents per annum, payable in advance.
Your unworthy fellow laborer,
society has now, had then in France, and must despair. Nature, attired in her summer robes that is death; but made for virtue, for puri other. As a general rule the sympathies of
Lech Richmond.
ever have a religion)—would, I say, settle in of light and verdure and loveliness, might ty, as its end, its rest, its bliss; made thus by Christians arc confined to the narrow channels
The eminently holy Leighton was a most
of
their
own
peculiar
associations,
•
Hence,
b 0 c r fi c r.
a.religion more operative and efficient in its smile and sing with all her wonted charms God Almighty.
lovely example of all I wish to convey in the
sanctions than Christianity, because those and melody; but, for them, nature would deck
Thou canst not alter it. Go, and bid the almost ‘every man is a bundle of prejudices.’ above extracts and remarks. An anecdote re
Under
these
circumstances
our
tendency
is
to
LIFE.
sanctions would be more palpable and imme herself in all her ornaments, and smile in all mountain wails sink down to the level of the
lated in his life by Pearson is quite in point.
Flow oft I’ve mark’d the smiling spring
diate: more practical in its effects, because her beauty, and sing with all her harmonies, valleys; go and stand upon Hie sea-shore and assume the right of thinking for each other,
‘A friend calling upon him one day, and not
Give fairy forms their verdant bloom!
instead
o
fallowing
every
man
to
be
fully
per

these effects would be more quickly and sen —in vain. In the midst of every enjoyment turn back its swelling wavps; or stretch forth
meeting
him at home, learnt, o i inquiring,
O’er every field their fragrance fling,
sibly felt, but yet a religion of which God which earth and time could furnish, and when thy hand, a’ul behold tbo^sl-xs in thu'r ecar- suaded in hie own mind. Thus we have the that he was gone to visit a sick presbyteriai;
Just wak’d anew from nature's womb.
truly
melancholy
spectacle
of
many
good
men
and eternity formed no part.
no unpleasing circumstance present or appre ses; hut n .t more vain shall be thy power to
minister on a horse which he had borrowed
1
But whence—for that is to us the important hended, clouded the limited horison of a mor change them, than it is to change one of the kept assunder in tide life, though sustaining
Then followed summer’s genial heat
from the catholic priest.’
the
assaults
of
one
enemy,
engaged
in
the
question—would the disciples of this new tal life, or dashed from their lips the cup of laws of thy nature. Then thou must be
Diffusing still her charms around;
It is refreshing to meet with, and read of
j religion of convenience and convention (the temporal pleasure; when friends were kindest righteous. As true it is, as if the whole uni service of one Master, and anticipating the
Now life’s young pulse doth quicker beat,
these bright patterns of the siveet spirit of the
rest
of
one
home.
We
have
however,
the
! real religion, observe, in every form of soci and most beloved; they would shudder at the verse spoke in one voice, thou must be virtu
And nature’s child with flowers is crown’d.
gospel of Jesus. Why are there not moreol
ety, of the great mass) be gathered? whence anticipated evening of this paradise of a day, ous. If thou art a sinner, thou ‘must be born certain assurance that it will be otherwise in
such men? How solemn the appeal of Bish 
But summer fled—and autumn came,
heaven.
There
we
shall
be
one,
and
Jesus
would its ranks be filled? Not, I conceive, from and feel restless and impatient in the absence again.’ If thou art tempted, thou must resist.
op Hall, when preaching before the Synod of
Nor yet forgat her sweets to bring;
the vicious and profligrte, but from the wise of that Being who alone could impart to all If thou hast guilty passions, thou must deny Christ all in all. Any approximation to this
Dort—‘We are one body, let us also beof one
Her rosy fruits scarce own a name;
state
in
the
church
militant
must
be
a
sub

and prudent of this world; not from the pub a moral tone: a sacred character of dignified them. If thou art a bad man, thou must be
She seem’d awhile by life to cling.
ject of hearty rejoicing to every true member mind. By that tremendous name of the Al
licans and harlots, but from the lukewarm and sentiment, of pure feeling, of high and holy a good man.
mighty God.............. by our own souls—by
formal. Here would be the rallying point of enjoyment. They would turn in agony from
But, last, creeps hoary winter on,
There is the law. It is not our law; it is of Christ.
It cannot be necessary that I should extend the most holy compassions _of Jesus Christ
all the respectable attendants upon Sabbath the beauties and delights of creation, whose not our voice that speaks. It is the law of
Enshrouding all in robes of snow;
these
remarks in order to say what kind of a our Saviour, aim at peace, brethren; enter in
The fragrance, flowers, fruits, all are gone,
morning services, who think that religion is chilling winter as it steadily approached God Almighty, it is the voice of God that
to peace; that laying aside all prejudice, party
Like dreams of youth form'd here below.
very good in its proper place and due order, brought with it no cheering promise of a gen speaks,—speaks through every nerve and union I refer to. I am no advocate for that
spirit, and evil affections, we may all come ttf
false
liberality
which
professes
to
sit
loose
to
but ought not to be carried to too great ial and all-reviving spring; from the calm fibre, through every power and element of
The leaves that lately flourish’d green
a happy’ agreement in the same truth,’
lengths: that it is unreasonable to except that sweets of Christian friendship, to be dissolv that moral constitution -which he has given. every opinion, and holds scarcely any truth
Vigil.
Upon the oak’s majestic bough,
as
essential.
With
the
spread
of
enlarged
it should be permitted to interfere with the ed for ever by the stroke of death; from the It is the voice, not of any arbitrary will, nor
Are wither’d—but the branch is seen,
more serious and important avocations of bosom of a sanctified affection, no more to be of some stern and impracticable law, that is and liberal feeling of this kind I have not the
For the Weslern Episcopal Observer.'
As dark, and drear, as worldly wo.
While truth has for its
business; or rudely to obtrude its gloom and remembered throughout eternity, which for now abrogated.—For the grace of God that smallest sympathy.
‘ REJOICE IN THE LORD ALWAY.’
’Tis thus with man, whose fleeting life,
melancholy upon the relaxations of social it was but a cold andsilent tomb; and in a par hath appeared to all men, teaches, that deny dwelling the corrupt heart of man, I do not
Pihllippiaks, 4: 4!
Like his own day-dreams, quickly flies;
intercourse, and the innocent pleasures of the oxysm of despair, which exquisite enjoyment ing all ungodliness and every worldly lust, anticipate that even ail who are fellow-heirs
‘
Rejoice
and
be
exceeding
glad,’
His friendships here are mix’d with strife,
world. Here would be the rallying standard thus frozen and paralysed must inevitably they must live soberly, and righteously, and of the same kingdom will see eye to eye.—
Ye children of the Lord,
His smiles oft blended with his sighs.
But
tnay
I
not.
very
consistently
maintain
of all those whose barren hearts, in the mor generate as a refuge from the scene, and from godly in this present evil world. So let us
Will you have hearts and faces sad,
ning of their religion, put forth hopeful buds, themselves, would rush in will, perhaps rush live; and then this life, with all its ifioment- that there is such a thing as holding the irulh
His spring of life soon sped—is gone,
Whose trust is in his word ?
in
love;
and
if
honest
differences
of
opinion
which the sun of temptation ever withers; in act, into immediate annihilation.—And are ous scenes, its moving experiences, and its
And manhood then supplies the past;
Rejoice ! you have no cause for gloom,'
and in whose earthly souls constitutional vir there any such? I believe there are,—a few.— precious interest, should be but the beginning are thus held, the. right hand of fellowship will
Decline of life creeps softly on,
Your doubts far from you east,
tues and moral education have fixed, to a cer I believe there area few, into the elements of the wonders, aud glories, and joys of our be extended to all who hold the truth as it is
And death, proud death, comes in at last.
See Jesus risen from the tomb,
tain extent, habits of what seems to be piety; of whose being a sense of immortality is so existence. So let us live; and let us think in Jesus. The more the love of Christ is
His pangs of death are past.
With ruthless grasp he seizes all,
but tempt them beyond this point, find in that vitally interwoven, that the prospect ol an this, that tolive thus, is the great, urgent, diffused in our own hearts, the more unhesi
Asserts his power man’s life to sway;
Rejoice, He’s risen from the dead;
day of temptation they assuredly full away. eternal scene alone could give ample scope unutterable, all-absorbing concern of our life tatingly shall we know and love trie image of
Reluctant we obey the call,
Christ wherever exhibited, and rejoice in the
The stone is rolled away,
They loathe, for instance, with an appear and verge enough, to their affections to devel and of our being.—Dewey.
And from this world are snatch’d away.
’Tis even as the Lord decreed,
conquests of Christ by whomsoever effected.
ance of pious zeal, those vanities of the op and expand: and to whom the light of
The gates of death obey.
Let us he careful not to build our walls of
world, those ma'xims and practices of busi God’s countenance is as needful for their en
O Lord! since life thus passeth by,
THE LANGUAGE OF FLOWERS.
partition
so
high
as
io
spoil
the
prospect
to
Since nothing sure to man is given;
ness, those public and dissipated amusements, joyment, to the circumstances of life, as is
The mystic science is not mine
Rejoice, for He lias lain aside
each other, or hinder a hearty exchange of in
So may we live, that when we die,
to which their circumstances or habits of life, the sun to the natural landscape.
That eastern-records teach,
His sufferings and pain,
„«
terest. At the blast of the last trumpet, these
Our souls may find repose in heaVen.
their age or constitutional temperament, indis
I cannot to each bud assign
And with the white robed host beside,’
Church of England Magazine.
HEAVEN.
walls, like those of Jericho, will fall. Mean
A sentiment and speech;
He will forever reign:
pose them; until some tempting opportunity
while let us be careful that we despise not
Yet, when in yonder blossom’d dell
of wordly aggrandisement presents itself;
Oh! talk to me of heaven! I love
Rejoice, ye hasten tu your home,
what may he the work of our Saviour, for no
I pass my lonely hours,
ATHEISM OF THE CARNAL HEART.
To hear about my home above;
until some favorite child perhaps is to be ed
That rest beyond the skies,
Methinks
my
heart
interprets
well
other
than the unworthy reason that the in
For
there
doth
many
a
loved
one
dwell
ucated,
or
advanced
in
life,
or
‘
brought
out.
’
Suppose that, instead of the quickening
Rejoice; ’tis Jesus bids you come,
The
eloquence
of
flowers.
light
and
joy
ineffable.
In
strument
used
was
not
one
of
us.
In
this
let
and heart-cheering truths of religion we could as it is styled, into the world; and the critical
Banish your tears and sighs.
Oh 5 tell me how they shine and sing,
St. Paul be our pattern.
‘Notwithstanding,
declare, and support the declaration with moment lias thus arrived, when their principles
Of
life
’
s
firs!
thoughtless
years
they
tell,
Rejoice, beloved pilgrims now,
While every harp rings echoing,
every way whether in pretence or in truth.
irresistible argument, with ‘confirmation are to be subjected to a practical test, when
When half my joys and grief
For soon at rest you'll be,
And every glad and tearless eye
Christ
is
preached;
and
I
therein
do
rejoice,
strong as proof of holy writ,’ that revelation the die is to be cast, and the option deliber
Dwelt in a lily’s opening bell
Rejoice, while in this world below,’
Beams
like
the
bright
sun
gloriously.
yea
and
will
rejoice.
’
was a forgery: that immortality was a dream: ately and decisively made, for that child, and
A rosebud’s droopiug leaf—
For soon His face you’ll see.
Tell me of that victorious palm
that the resurrection from the grave was a for themselves, between this present evil
The following exemplifications of this love
I watched for them the sun’s bright rays,'
Each
hand
in
glory
beareth;
Rejoice,
ye angels round the throne?
ly spirit, will doubtless, be interesting to many
vain hope; that the power and coming of the world and God’s world—in fact, between
And fear’d the driving showers,
Tell me of that celest'al calm
Unite your songs of love,
Types of my girlhood’s radient days
readers.
Lord Jesus was a cunningly devised fable; time and eternity. Here too would be the
Each face in glory weareth.
And favored man, Dor man alone,
Were ye, sweet transient flowers.
that prophets, and apostles, and martyrs, who Quiet retreat of those who are ‘ever learning,
The first selection I make is contain
Should join the choir above.
Oh! happy, happy country! where
testified these recorded facts and revealed and never able to come to the knowledge of
ed in a letter from the Rev. John Newton, a
And sadder scenes ye bring to mind,
Rejoice, all nature vocal cries,
There entereth not a sin,
truths amid the agonies of'expiring nature, the truth:’ who appear ever coming to the
clergyman of the Protestant Episcopal Church
The moments ye renew
Praise to the Triune God,
And death, who keeps its portals fair,
and thus sealed their testimony with their truth, but have not strength to bring forth.
in England, to the Rev. Dr. Waugh, an emi
When first the woodbine’s wreaths I twined,
Earth, air, and seas, and vaulted skies,’
May never once come in.
blood, were vile imposters or visionary enthu Here would he the ark of refuge for those
nent
minister
of
the
Scotc
-Secession
Church
A loved one's grave to strew;
Strike the harmonious chord!
No grief can change their day to night;
siasts; that eternal life was a mere delusion; who through fear of death have all their life
in London.
On the cold turf I weeping spread
The
darkness
of
that
land
is
light,
X
that God was but an empty name; what, I long been brought into bondage: who look
My offering from bowers,
Rev. and Dear Sir,—I trust you and I, though
Sorrow and sighing God hath sent
ask, is the impression which those declara with jealous eye upon the hand of time as it
there
is
some
difference
in
our
regimentals,
belong
Ye seemed meet tribute to the dead,
for the Western Episcopal Observer.
Far thence to endless banishment;
to one army, under the one captain ot our salvation.
tions, proved to, and believed by you, would silvers over the dark locks of youth, or stiff
Pale, perishable flowers.
THOUGHTS ON CANDOR!
Our
weapons,
our
resources,
our
arms,
and
our
ene

And
never
more
may
one
dark
tear
produce upon your mind? what the course of ens the once pliant joint; who when Provi
mies, are the same. And while the good soldier is
Bedew their burning skies,
‘It is a distinguishing property of the Bible, that
Yet speak ye not alone, fair band,
action to which they would tend? Are there dence takes up the words of Grace, and in
concerned to maintain his own particular post, he all its precepts aim directly at the heart. It never
For every one they shed while here
Of
changefulness
and
gloom,
feels an equal concern with the rest for the success goes about to form the mere exterior of, man; To
not some whose inmost souls would cheer the wakeful midnight of a bed of sickness
In tearful agonies,
of the whole. On whatever side the enemy is post merely external duties it is a stranger. It fo'tms tho
Yet tell me of God’s gracious hand,
those new doctrines as joyful sounds, and sounds in their consciences the alarm, ‘No
ed and advantages are gained to the common cause, lives of men. no other wise than by forming their
Glitters a bright and dazzling gem
That c’wltts you thus in bloom,
who Would feel that they removed an oppres- j man knoweth the day nor the hour when the
we
will rejoice, whether it be effected by those who dispositions.’—Andrew Fuller.
In their immortal diadem!
And sends to soften and to claim
do, or who do not wear exactly his own uniform.
sive load from off their hearts and consciences? Son of man cometh,’ feel their spirit die with
Oh! lovely, blooming country! there
A sinful world like ours,
By not going directly’ to Ihe heart, we are
My heart and hand, dear sir, are with you, and witli
Are there not some to whom the voice which in them. They profess indeed to believe that
Flourishes all that we deem fair.
all who Jove the Lord Jesus Christ and go fortfi un continually erring in our estimates of virtue.
Gifts of such purity and balm
proved that God and eternity, heaven and hell, ‘eye hath not seen, norear heard, neither hath
der his banner.
As ye, fresh dewy flowers,
And tho’ no fields nor forests green,
When the campaign is happily terminated, (he Thus, a reputation for candof is too often
were hut vain words, would sound as the it entered into the heart of man to conceive,
ministers and people of the word will be found acquired by severity in deciding upon charac
Nor
bowery
gardens
there
are
seen,
And
while
your
smiling
ranks
I
view;
the
things
which
God
hath
prepared
for
them
voice of him who cried in the wilderness,
more than conquerors, and shall assemble to join in ter; assuming that a person has such and Such
Nor perfumes load the breeze,
In vivid colors drest,
the songs of triumph. Then all our present petty
‘Every valley shall be filled, and every moun that love him,’ yet they cling with tenacious
Nor hears the ear material sound,
distinctions shall cease, and we shall be perfectly and deficiencies, and is actuated by such and such
My heart, with faith confirmed and true,
tain and hill shall be brought low; and the grasp to the vanities and miseries of earth
If his virtues are mentioned, they
for ever united in one heart and one mind. The more motives.
Yet
jojs
at
God
’
s
right
hand
are
found.
Leans on the Lord to rest;
crooked shall be made straight, and the rough and time! They profess to believe all that
this spirit of union prevails at present, the more the are sure to be more than counterbalanced bv
The
archetypes
of
these,
If
He
the
lilies
of
the
field
church militant will resemble the church triumphant.
way shall be. made smooth;’ that all flesh Scripture tells of the blessedness of that rest
There is the home, the land of birth,
With lavish glory dowers,
In the mean time, the same Lord of Sil is rich in an enumeration of natural and acquired defects.
may fearlessly run in the paths of forbidden which remaineth for the people of God, yet
Of a’l we highest prize on earth.
In ouf precipitancy wfi invade a prerogative of
mercy to all them that call upon him.
Will
He
not
greater
bounties
yield
pleasure to the secure haven of annihilation? would gladly setup their rest on earth! They
Your obliged and affectionate
The storms that rock this world beneath
God, and pretend to an accurate knowledge
To me than to the flowers?
Friend and Brother,
Are there not some who would desecrate the profess to believe in the freely offered joys
Must there for ever cease;
of a human heart. Wc talk ourselves into
J
ohn
N
ewton
.
new sacred walls of the temple of Christ and glories of the kingdom of heaven, yet
Still, still they speak—around my track,
The only air the blessed breathe,
the belief that there is no good in him. We
Coleman-8tr. Build., Jan. 2ith, 1793.
Some faded blossoms lie.
throughout the land, without a single regret recoil with sinking spirit and revolting heart
Is purity and peace.
leave the subject convinced 6f our own pene-*
I select another exemplification of this true
Another spring shall bring them back,
for blasted hopes of glory, honor, and im from the grave and gate of death, through
Ch! happy, happy land!in thee
Yet bring them, but to die:
charity as exhibited in Dr. Adam Clarke and tration, and not unfrequently deceive others
mortality, withered in the bud, and passed which alone they can pass to this joyful and
Shines the unveil'd Divinity,
But we forsake this world of strife,
William Wilberforce. It is given by Dr. into the belief that there must be truth in what
away for ever? Are there not some who happy resurrection! Do these sympathize
Shedding through each adorning breast,
To rise to nobler powers,
Clarke in a letter to the Bishop of London as is asserted with so much Confidence. This
would scatter pollution and misery along their with the spiritual and eternal system? Are
imitation of candor is usually careful to avoid
A holy calm, a halcyon rest.
And share those gifts of endless life,
follows:
meteor course of unbridled passion, of unre they longing for, and hasting to, the coming
honest reproof of the individual blamed, but
And those blest souls whom death did sever,
Withheld from earth's frail flowers.
stricted indulgence, of selfishness, sensuality, of the day of God? Are their affections
At an Anniversary’ Meeting of the Prayer Book
Have met to mingle joys for ever.
and Homily Society; an excellent clergyman quot manifests an anxiety to create impressions in
and sin, and who would call all this happi weaned from things on earth, and set on
O may I bear your lessons hence,
Oh! soon may heaven unclose tome;
ing
something that 1 had written, was pleased to others, which will influence their estimation1
things above? Are they meet to be partakers
ness?—I fear there are.
Fair children of the sod,
Oh! may I soon that glory see!
preface it by the remark, ‘The worthy Doctor, who and treatment of him.
But are there not others who calmly and of the inheritance of the saints in light?
Yours is the calm, mute eloquence,
of all the men lhat I know who are not of our
And my faint, weary spirit stand
Another imitation ot candor, is an apparent
church, comes the nearest both in doctrine and
with steady hand, weighing, in the equal bal
That leads the thoughts to God:
But are there not some to whom a declar
Within that happy, happy land.
sincerity in acknowledging faults of which
friendship
to
it.
’
When
he
had
done,
I
arose,
and
ances of a cold calculating indifference, faint ation, such as I have now supposed, that God
And oft amid the great and wise,
Bowles.
after making an apology, I took the liberty to ob we are partially, or perhaps not at all guilty.
My heart shall seek these bowers,
hopes of heaven against trembling fears of and eternity, heaven and immoital life, were
serve, ‘I was born, so to speak, in the church, bap This seldom imposes upon others, as much
tized in the church, brought up in it, confirmed in it
And turn from man's proud colloquies
THE CLAIMS OF THE SOUL.
hell; uncertain promises of a future, against vain and idle words, would sound as the death
by that most apostolic man Dr. Bagot, then Bishop as ourselves. Our consciences are lulled int<y
To commune with the flowers.
actual enjoyments of the present, this solid peal of their happiness? upon whose hearts
The soul’s concern is the great concern.—
of Bristol, afterwards of Norwich, have held, all my a false security, self-knowledge is prevented,'
Mrs. AbdV.
earth, with all its palpable pleasures, against it would come like the wild blast of the desert The interests of experimental, vital practical
life, uninterrupted communion with it, conscien
tiously believe its doctrines, and have spoken and and our improvement retarded. Still, by
a spiritual heaven with its visionary joys; howling mournfully amid the ruins which it religion are the great interests of our being.—
written in defence of it, and if, after all, I am not some we are kindly looked upon as carrying
sight against faith; time against eternity,— had produced: who would feel the sorrows of No langnagecan be too strong,—no language
GENUINE CHRISTIAN LOVE.
allowed to be a member of it, because through ne to excess a virtue, and obtain approbatidn
would at length settle in the prudent deter life intolerable, if the heart could not lift itself can be strong enough, to give them due ex
Let him that hath ingenuity plan, and him cessity being laid upon me, I preach Jesus and the which we do not deserve.
mination to walk by sight and not by faith; to an omniscient God, and say, ‘When I am pression. No anxiety is too deep, no care too that hath strength labor, and him that hath resurrection to the perishing multitudes, without
Again, there is an error to which young
most respectable orders that come from it, I
not indeed to mingle themselves amid those in heaviness I will think upon God;’ and who, heedful, no effort too earnest, no prayer too money give, and him that hath none of these, those
must strive to be content; and if you will not let me
grosser debaucheries which refined nature has if in this life only they had hope in Christ, importunate, to be bestowed upon this almost as well as him that hath them all,bow the knee, accompany’ you to heaven, I will, by the grate of Christians arc liable. In the confusion excited
been taught by civilization are inconsistent would be of all men most miserable? It is infinite concern of the soul’s purification, and with the faith of Abraham and the fervour God, follow after you and hang upon your skirts.’ by their first glimpses of the deep corrup
with even its selfish comfort in a state of so not that religion infuses bitterness into the piety, virtue, and welfare. No labor of life ot Elijah, pray that the kingdoms of this This simple declaration left few unaffected in a large tion of the heart before God; they feel it to be
assembly, where there were many of the clergy.
ciety; but still to act as common sense would cup of life,—far otherwise,—but it i3 that should be undertaken, no journey pursued, no world may become the kingdom of our Lord Mr. Wilberforce who was sitting beside the chair, almost necessary to confess to men, the impure
dictate: to make the most of this world, since eternity and God are so vitally interwoven business transacted, no pleasure enjoyed, no and of his Christ. To believe our neighbor rose up with even more than his usual animation motives by which they have been actuated, the
and with ‘winged words,’ said, ‘Far from not ac •envious thoughts and hatreds they have cherish;,
then it would be our all to live according to with their many rich and spiritual enjoy activity employed no rest indulged in, without immortal, and yet in our love to regard and knowledging
our worthy friend; far from not ac
the wisest maxims, and most predential rules, ments, that without eternity, and without God, ultimate reference to that great end of our be treat him only ae a mortal—to know he has knowledging him as a genuine member of the ed. By such acknowledgments the confit]enofi
church,
of
‘
the
church of the first born, whose names of years has been overthrown, and the closestin the spirit of that principle, ‘Let us eat and the sorrows and joys of life would be alike in ing. Without it life has no sufficient object, a soul, and yet to feel no concern and take no
drink, for to-morrow we die?’ I believe there supportable. The spirit of all those who and death has no hope, and eternity no prom care of his soul'—to feed him with the bread are written in heaven,’ far from preventing him to 'ties have been disunited. Such a proceeding
be of the company who are pressing in at the gate is unwise, and we can only hope it will be
are. I believe that here would be the vast had not apostatized from their High original, ise.
that perisheth, and yet never offer his famish of blessedness, we will not indeed let him ‘follow,’ corrected by an increase of knowledge and*
majority of society. I believe that society and degraded themselves to a level with the
What more shall we say? Look at it,— ing spirit a morsel of the bread of heaven— he shall not ‘hang on our skirts,’ to he as if dragged
on wards, we will take him in our arms, we will experience. Care is requisite to distinguish
would Ring off from it the former class of beasts that perish, would sink within them look at this inward being, and say—what is it? to find him fainting with thirst, and yet give hear
him in our bosom, and with shouting carry him between ingenuousness and indiscretion.
reckless and abandoned profligates, who had beneath the burden and misery of a finite ex Formed by the Almighty hand, and therefore him none of the waters of life—to help him into the presence, of his God and our God.’
We turn with pleasure to the contemplation
been tempted by the hope of impunity to istence: and their hopeless longings after that formed for some purpose; built up in its pro along through this brief world, and yet never
The following affectionate letter is in reply of real candor. In the Apostle’s description
give free vent to the innate corruption of the immortality for which they were created portions, fashioned in every part by infinite seek to throw one kindly influence upon his
to some cheering intelligence respecting the of charity, as ‘rejoicing not in iniquity, but
heart, and to transgress the bounds of honesty, would consume their souls. The stronger skill; an emanation, breathed from the spirit
immortal course, cannot be to love our neigh Baptist Missions in India, sent by the Rev. rejoicing in the truth,’ we have a clear view
of decency, of honor, virtues indispensably energies of their minds would be paralysed of God,—say what is it? Its nature, its ne bor as God intended we should.
A. Fuller to the Rev. Legh Richmond.
ol that disposition of heart, which results in
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the exercise of judgment without harshness, contributing their allotted portion. But their self- which takes them in their ‘literal and grammati tie wine’ as a medicine, he indirectly commended his
MICHIGAN.
Rev. Charles Fox, having resigned the rectorship
For the Western Episcopal ObservcTo
and tenderness without weakness. A truly deception did not excuse their covetousness, nor will cal sense, and does not ‘affix any new sense’ to abstinence from it as a common beverage.
of St. Paul’s Church, Jackson, Michigan, ha3 t£fcHALF A DAY.
•andid man is one who discerns and acts upon the like self-deception now excuse any covetous them. The Tract would thus appear to us to
12. To say that there is as much need of a socie
cepted an invitation to that of Trinity Church,
From the Journal of a Missionary.
the medium between undistinguishing credul withholding from God.
have a tendency to mitigate, beyond what char ty against eating too much, or the use of tobacco,
Columbus, Ohio. He enters on his duties immedi
We believe that covetousness is the besetting sin ity requires, and to the prejudice of the pure &c., as there is of a temperance society, is to set
ity, and universal suspicion. Accustomed to
ately, and requests that all letters and papers may
Eyky Forest, March, 1840.
■incere examination of his own heart, he of the church in the present age. But let not her truth of the Gospel, the very serious differences down all the drunkenness, crime and mania which
The 14th morning of February was as one from be directed to him at the latter place.
learns to make due allowance for the mixture individual members hope to shield themselves with which separate the Church of Rome from our proceed from strong drink, as nothing. It is as if a ‘the days of Heaven!’ it was the Sabbath, and the
FLORIDA.
of good, and evil in others. Aware of the this general fact; for God will deal with every indi own, and to shake the confidence of the less man should say, that the difference between hillocks ‘Sun of Righteousness,’ seemed to have arisen for
Diocese of Florida.—It affords us pleasure to place
inferiority of his conduct to his principles, vidual according to his share in this iniquity. It is learned members of the Church of England in and the Alps is a difference not worth speaking of. us with ‘healing in his wings:’ an unwonteo serious
he can be just to merit, and compassionate to written ‘every man shall bear his own burden’—and the scriptural character of her formularies and This would certainly be running analogy into ultra ness had for some days previous been manifest in our on our pages the following document, addressed to
‘every one shall give an account of himself to God.’ teaching.
ism.
parish: there were several whose minds appeared to the President of the Standing Committee the
error. He is not hasty in decision, or ready
We have been prompted to pen these hasty
We readily admit the necesseily of allowing
13. The traffic in strong drink is productive of a lia’ve been gradually drawn toward that crisis of fear Diocese of Florida:
in condemnation. Instead ot aggravating a remarks by the following fact: An eloquent divine
that liberty in interpreting the formularies of our greater amount of physical and moral evil than any ful interest—the almost persuaded state—, a few
Rev. and Dear Sir,—Having completed the vis
fault, he examines it, and gladly admits an ex told us the other day, that in a certain region, not, Church which has been advocated by many of its
single practice that can be named ! To say that the others had decided fully to avow themselves the itation of the Church, in Florida, to which I was
tenuating circumstance, he acts upon the beyond our state boundaries, he preached on lhe most learned bishops and other eminent divines; State Legislature has power lo regulate and restrain
Lord’s; and to-day we were to see some fruits of invited by the Convention of the Diocese, as far as
scripture rule ‘restore such an one in the subject of missions to a considerable country con but this tract puts forward new and startling this trade, but not to prohibit it, is to admit a right
it was practicable for me to do so, it seems proper
God’s blessing upon our labors.
spirit of meekness.’
He rejoices not in gregation, and after laying out his strength for views as to the extent to which that liberty may to alleviate but not to cure a dreadful disease.
The Holy' Communion was now to be to adminis that I should lay before you an account of the
iniquity, he rejoices in the truth—and truth, about an hour, received as a collection the sum of be carried. For, if we are right in our appre
14. If tee-totalism be good in regard to drinking, tered for the first time, in my visits to Adrian, also various services in which 1 have been engaged. I
if impartially sought, will seldom find men six dollars!!—We hope our paper may fall into the hension of the author’s meaning, we are at a it is no less so in respect to selling ; therefore, let the service for adult baptism,and indeed the whole of may remark that unavoidable delays prevented my
as blameable as prejudice would have us be hands of some of the individuals who were present loss to see what security would remain, were his us have a lee-total prohibition of the traffic from that for morning prayer, as I hud hitherto officiated reaching the Diocese in time to attend the Conven
on that occasion, and rouse them to a resolve to principles generally recognized, that the most the hogshead down to the gill, without respect to only in the evening or afternoon. Our place of as
lieve.
tion, which I was very desirous of doing. The inter
plainly erroneous doctrines and practices of the persons !
*
The spirit of candor is utterly opposed to give more at the next opportunity.
sembling—an ‘upper room furnished,’ temporarily ruption of the ordinary routes of communication,
Church of Rome might not be inculcated in the
suspicion. Open himself— he does not sus
15. To object to legislative prohibition because with desk and benches for the purposes of a school,
lecture-rooms of the University, and from the people will sell and drink secretly, is to object to the was, notwithstanding the attractions of a revival besides operatiug to retard me in my journey, im
pect artifice in others.—lie‘thinketh no evil.’ TO TIIE CLERGY AND LAITY OF THE PROTESTANT
posed on me an unusual amount of fatigueing trav
pulpits of our churches.
prohibition of wrong, because some will continue to meeting in our neighborhood, thronged at an early el, which a more favorable season would have ren
In society he inspires confidence and good will.
EPISCOPAL CHURCH IN THE DIOCESE OF
In conclusion, we venture to call your atten
do wrong. The same public sentiment which makes hour; and ere long contained many more visitors dered unnecessary.
No one fears misconstruction, consequently
tion to the impropriety of such questions being
OHIOthan could comfortably be accommodated; quite a
the traffic illegal, will make it disreputable.
It was not until latein the evening of Saturday, the
all are at their case. Harmony reigns among
Dear Brethren,—We have learned with treated in an anonymous publication, and to ex
number were obliged to stand throughout the whole 13th of February, that I was enabled to reach Ap
those within his influence, groundless pre
press an earnest hope that you may be authoriz
of our lengthened service, yet there was no relaxing alachicola, the first point I could make in Florida,
judices are banished, and animosities allayed. heart-felt pleasure,that the President of theU. ed to make known the writer’s name. Consid
NOTICE.
of solemn attention—no departure, or token of wea where there is a Church. I immediately sought the
Who would not be glad to serve such a States has recommended that the,14tli of May ering how very grave and solemn the whole sub
There will be Episcopal worship in the Church {Rev.
friend? With him we may hope to be under next be observed by all people of this nation, ject is we cannot help thinking that both the Mr. Burtt's') at the corner of Ninth and Elm streets, riness: a feeling of awe and of admiration seemed to Rev. A. B. Hart, the minister of the Parish, and
pervade the breasts of all, as though some higher with him made arrangements to Consecrate the
stood, (that comfort so rarely known.) As he as a season of self-humiliation, in fasting and Church and the University are entitled to ask on Sunday afternoon, at halfpast 4 o'clock.
medium were then revealed, for their intercourse Church the next day. I was kindly received and
that some person, besides the printer and publish
will not decide without information, we may
prayer, for the solemn, devout acknowledge er of lhe tract, should acknowledge himself re
with Heaven, nor can we be surprised, for glorious hospitably entertained by Mr. Rainey and family,
without fear submit our feelings to his inspec
WESTERN DIOCESES AND MISSIONS.
is the spouse of the Lamb, wherever lodged—how in whose house I remained, as a gust, diflfing my
ment
of the afflicting hand of Almighty God sponsible for its contents.
tion, sure of impartial consideration; and there
ever clothed: and oh, how ‘at all times, and in all stay at Apalachicola. Sunday the 14th proved to
OHIO.
We are, sir, your obedient humble servants,
fore of sympathy with our causes of provoca in the removal, by death, of our late venerat
places,’ she delights to remind us of her Lord, from be windy and cold, and many persons were thus
RECENT CONFIRMATIONS BY BISHOP MHLT. T. Ci-iurton, M. A., Vice-Principal and
tion. Our actions will not be looked upon ed and beloved Chief Magistrate, the patri
her, ‘ivory palaces,’ at the east—in her ‘raiment of prevented from attending at Church. Nevertheless
Tutor of Brasenose College.
VAINE.
with distrustful jealousy, but will he seen in otic and exemplary "William Henry Harri
H. B. Wilson, B. D., Fellow and Senior April 8th, in St. John’s, Worthington, were needle work,’ her, ‘vesture of wrought gold,’ she the house was pretty nearly filled with an orderly,
the clear sunshine of charity and good nature.
points (while richest incense swells high from the and apparently devout congregation, before whom,
Tutor of St. John’s College.
son.
The recommendation is eminently sea
In regard to himself lie is willing to be
John Griffiths, M. A., Sub-Warden and confirmed 5, oh Good Friday, in Grace rapturing organ) she points—she raises our souls to with the rites and solemnities prescribed, I conse
convinced of error, when convinced to ac sonable and such as becomes the successor of
Church, Berkshire, 2; on Easter Sunday, in ward His seat on the throne of His Father, here she crated Trinity Church, to the worship of Almighty
Tutor of Wadham College.
knowledge and correct jt. His sincerity is the deceased. The sins and afflictions of our
A. C. Tait, M. A., Fellow and Senior Tu St. Paul’s, Delaware, 19; April 13th, in St. is but the humble inmate of a tabernacle in the wil God, according to the order of the Protestant Epis
equally removed from self-justification and in country, the dangers and perplexities of the
derness; we behold her, so to speak, in her infancy; copal Church. The letter of request from the
tor of Balliol College.
Paul’s, Chillicothe, 8; April 15th, in All
yet her features are equally beautiful as before, and Rector, Wardens and Vestry, and the Instrument
Oxford, March 8.
accurate crimination. He examines himself people in their worldly circumstances, the
Saints, Portsmouth, 5; Sunday after Easter, her first faint accents rend at once our hearts to the of Consecration were read by the Rev. Wm. Hart,
with inpartiality, comes to the strictest test
party divisions and strifes, the influence of all BISHOP M’lLVAINE’s CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE in St. Paul’s, Cincinnati, 12; Monday, April babe ‘of sorrows,’ in the manger at Bethlehem.
who also read morning prayer. After these servi
of truth, and pronounces judgment according
ces
I preached, and assisted by the Rector, admin
On
the
present
occasion
too,
there
were
peculiar
ly. In his confessions he is ingenuous but such evils upon the prosperity of religion in
EDITOR OF THE CHURCHMAN.
19, in Christ Church, Cincinnati, 15.
grounds for the feelings spoken of: some of those as istered the Holy Communion to fifteen or twenty
not imprudent—honest but not indiscreet.
our churches, the visitation of a just, holy and
A correspondent of the New York Churchman,
Our Saviour ‘needed not that any should merciful God in so suddenly taking away from of the 10th inst. intimates that we declined publish
The Bishop arrived in Cincinnati Saturday sembled, as has been intimated above, had not before persons. Seldom has my heart been so affected by
testify of men, for he knew what was in man’ us our head, in whom we trusted, to whom ing a communication from Bishop Mcllvaine in re morning, April 17th, and met the South-Wes witnessed for a long period, the morning worship of the beautiful and touching services of the sanctuary
our church, and could now join, and respond from —impressing the mind as they irresistibly did with
ference to the editor of that journal. This is an error.
yet with what uniform lenity did he exercise
tern
Missionary
Convocation
in
the
afternoon.
so
many
thousands
were
lookingfor
the
reme

the heart, as to the tones of a long-lost friend, to the idea, that however far removed from the compa
Our columns have always been open to the Bishop
his discernment. ' When he perceived certain
others it was entirely new, and methinks it must be ny of near and dear friends, there was a sweet bond
men ‘that trusted in themselves and despised dy of the common distresses, whose Chris and lhey were fully accessible to him on that occa St. Paul’s Church was opened for divine ser
with an awed sensation of pleased and singular sur of spiritual union in the offering of the same prayers
others,’ there was no expression of angry con tian example, disinterested patriotism and sion, but he preferred the Episcopal Recorder be vice in the evening, and a sermon preached by
prise, that those, especially, who had learned to love and praises to Him who is the God and Father of
tempt, no mortifying exposure. He out noble firmness to duty and principle promised cause of its circulation with the Churchman in the the Rev. Mr. Payne, of Hamilton. On Sun her from an attendance in the evening, would first us all. At night I again preached to a small congre
eastern
states.
—Bishop Mcllvaine has never prokss
spoke a parable unto them—and by the simple so much for our dearest interests,—all these
ed to have the direction of this paper nor has he ever day morning the Bishop officiated in St. Paul’s listen, and look on, at the full services of her matins. gation, after prayers by Mr. Hart.
illustration of the Pharisee and Publican, at
On Monday evening after prayers, and the baptism
allowed his name to appear in it, as its controller Church, and confirmed twelve persons. In Then, for the first time, rolled on their ear the mag
things
call
us
to
our
knees
in
fasting,
humil

once convicted them of error, and directs
nificent swells of the ‘Te Deum,’ then first could oftwo adults by Mr. H.,I preached and confirmedjfe
or
supervisor.
We
claim
to
he
an
independent
them to the right way. We read, Jesus iation and prayer, that we may devoutly ac press, at liberty to express freely, temperately and the afternoon Christ Church was opened for they take a part in the glowing strains-—the heart persons. It is needless to say that I was much pleased
loved the young man who came to him for in knowledge our entire dependance as a nation respectfully our views upon any point of doctrine or a missionary service. Several addresses were breathing aspitations of that comprehensive and with my visit to this growing place. Every thing
struction. Thus are we taught that when a upon the favor and protection of God; that practice which comes within our sphere. But if in made, having for their object the explanation of beautiful piece of devotion, our Litany, or general gives promise of the increase and firm establish
person lacks the one thing needful, we should we may beseech Him to deliver us from all the exercise of this freedom, we should ever venture the mode of missionary duty adopted by the last supplication, and then, too, after the thunder clouds ment of the Church at the young and flourishing
not be blind to the excellencies he does pos
through wiifulness or carelessness, to publish a Convention, and also the raising of funds for the of the Law had melted off from the summits of Si city of Apalachicola; Thursday the 18th, I arrived
those evils which are upon us or threaten us,
sess. Yet without thinking or speaking
rude, an unwarrantable assault upon a Bishop and extention of the means of grace to the destitute. nai, and revealed to each contrite heart a warm smile at Quincy, a quiet and beautiful Village in the in
from the Christian’s son; ar.d, in the doctrines of the terior. The Rev. Mr. Jones, the minister of the
harshly of any one, our estimation of such and which we have most justly deserved, and presbyter of another Diocese; or ever so far forget
It was a joint meeting, composed of the friends of New Testament, ‘■dropped as the rain, and distilled Parish, was absent. I was welcomed end hospitably
qualities must be ef a discriminating character that hereafter, ‘all things may be so ordered our editorial dignity as to charge any Bishop in good
The Bishop as the dew, as the small rain upon the tender herb, entertained by Mr. N. Croom, a member of the
•—not confounding natural amiability, with and settled on the best and surest foun standing, with writing for truth what could not even Zion from both our city churches.
eiaim the merit of ‘a romance founded on fact,’ we gave the concluding address, and after he sat and the showers upon the grass,’—then, I say, were Vestry;
the operations of divine grace.
jE.
dations, that peace and happiness, truth and ought certainly to consider ourselves as presbyters
Friday evening the 19th, I read prayers in the
down, a collection amounting to about innety they first, called to that highest privilege on earth—
justice, religion and piety may be established obnoxious to the ‘godly admonitions,’ of our Dioce
the commemorating a Saviour’s death in the manner Church, and preached to a large congregation.
dollars was taken. In the evening, the congrega
himself prescribed, and with that affecting and most Next day, Saturday, in the forenoon, I meta con
san. And if we did not in due season offer suitable
among us for all generations.’
tion of St. Paul’s Church attended with their appiopriate service so revered by his holy Church. siderable number of persons in the Church, accor
reparation,
we
should
consider
him
justified
in
with

I therefore request that the several congre
THE PULPIT, THE PEN, AND THE PRESS.
drawing his standing recommendation from our pa brethren the services in Christ Church, the Bish Heaven grant that those glorious rites may have ding to previous notice, and delivered an address up
gations
of the Protestant Church in the Dio per.
*
op officiating to a crowded and attentive as been a ‘savor of life’ to all,—that they may have on the subject of confirmation. In the afternoon!
CIAt’IYV.lTI AND LOUISVILLE:
cese of Ohio, will devoutly assemble, on the
sembly. On Monday morning St. Paul’s Church been made instruments of some spiritual good to eve read prayers and preached. The same evening the
ry creature present,—that there may have been Rev. Air. Lee came from Tallaliaasee, mid went
TEMPERATE TEE-TOTALIFM.
SATURDAY, APRIL 2-1, 1841.
14th of May next, under their respective
was again opened, and after morning prayer, ad
none there whom the angel of wrath could have ad once made arrangementsfor the Consecration of the
The temperate tee-tofalism of the following
pastors, and in parishes having no pastors,
dresses were made, setting forth the privileges of dressed in those fearful words ‘behold ye despisers, Church, next day.
CONTRIBUTING TO RELIGIOUS PURPOSES.
thoughts,old and new, on Temperance is well pleas
the sanctuary and the love of Christ to a lost and wonder, and perish.’
with
their
respective
lay-readers,
and
observe
Sunday 21st. A large congregation assembled in
ing
to
us,
—
albiet
we
are
content
to
stand
on
the
We very much fear that the caption of this article
But 1 had said that the sacrament of baptism was the Church at an early hour. The letter of request
simple ground of holy Scripture, endearing in prac world.
may strike unpleasantly upon the vision of some of' the fast solemnly unto the Lord,
our readers, and dispose them to pass on hastily to
In the evening, the Bishop officiated in Christ also to be administered,—the baptism of adults,— was read by Mr. Foreman, a member of the
An appropriate form of prayer will as soon tice and precept, so far as lieth in us, to be tem
perate in all things. We are indebted to our excel Church and confirmed fifteen persons,—having that office which perhaps more than any otheramong Vestry, and the instrument of Consecration by Rev
some other paragraph. But, hoping that they may
as possible, be issued in the Western Episco
the services of our church, is calculated to make on Mr. Lee, when by a public and solemn act, the
lent neighbor the Chronicle, for these thoughts,
read as far as our second sentence, we would arrest
previously attended a meeting in the north-wes- the mind, a solemn and deep impression. At the house erected by the members and friends of oir
pal
Observer,
and
sent
to
every
parish.
though
if
we
mistake
not,
our
readers
will
readily
their attention with the following solemn passage:
recognize in them the clear thinking and terse diction western part of the city, called for the purpose close of the 2nd lesson, the candidates w ere called communion, in this village, was set apart ant
CHARLES P. McILVAINE.
4PIE THAT DOETH EVIL HATETH THE LIGH T.’ And WC
of forming an association preliminary to the forward, and six females, who had previously given Consecrated to the worship of God and all ‘holy
would beg them to pause for a few moments and con Bishop of ths rrot. Epis. Church in the Diocese of Ohio. of one who is no stranger to our columns.
evidence of a heartfelt resolution to devote ‘them offices of religion,’ with the prescribed rites and
sider whether this declaration of our Lord does not
‘OLD AND NEW THOUGHTS ON TEMPERANCE.’ organizing of a third Episcopal Church.
selves, their souls and bodies,’ to the service of their solemnities. After morning prayer I preached and
explain their aversion to the subject? Perhaps if
On Tuesday evening, St. Paul’s Church was
1. The Bible contains many specific warnings
AUSPICIOUS MOVEMENT AT OXFORD.
Redeemer, advanced, and were ‘received into the confirmed eight persons. In the afternoon Mr. Lee
our article were headed Drunkenness, Profaneness,
We are indebted to the Episcopal Recorder for the against ultraism in the use of wine; notone against opened—a sermon delivered by the Bishop—and congregation of Christ's flock.’
read prayers and preached. At night a large con
or Dishonesty, they might feel disposed to read it;
following extract from the Brittania, a zealous tory ultraism in the disuse of it.
notice given of his intention to preach on the
‘Hearts,’ says the Poet, ‘are not flint, and flint gregation met to hear the word when Mr. L. rent
for they may esteem themselves very temperate and
2. It the Bible allows wine, it allows it with sol
paper of London. It indicates that the sore at Ox
next evening, in the building to be used as the is rent;' harder indeed than adamant, was the heart prayers and I preached.
very just men, and feel no dread of the light upon
ford is being drawn to a head. The abscess will emn warnings, such as we do not find appended to
Monday 22d. I reached Tallahassee and had tin
place of worship in the north-western section of in that assembly, which could have remained un
such topics. But if they are covetously withhold
soon be discharged. To estimate aright the impor the use of any other articles of food or drink. The
pleasure of meeting an early friend in the person
moved
while
those
six
happy
immoltals,
led,
we
ing from God, they are neither strictly temperate
tance of the following communication from the Tu loudness of the warning is greatly increased by the the city.
of Mr. F. Eppes, a member of our communion, a',
nor just. For their intemperate thirst for gain may
On Wednesday evening, the Bishop preached trust, by the power of that spirit who alone can
increase of intemperance through the modern man
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prove as destructive to their souls as the drunkard’s
appetite, and although they may be ordinarily just
in their dealings with their fellow men, what will it
avail that, they render unto Caesar the things that
are Caesar’s if they are failing in that higher and
main branch of honesty which consists ‘in rendering
(unto God the things which are God’s ?’ No covet
ous man can, in fact, be strictly just to bis fellow
man, for love is a fair debt which he owes to his
neighbor. And although covetousness may seem to
take justice as its boundary, if watched it will often
be seen overstepping the mark,or holding!parley with
the enemy at convenient and secluded points. Close
observation of men will confirm the very logical con
clusion from scriptural premises, that he who withholdeth from God more than is meet will not scruple
when heavy human censures and legal penalties are
out of sight, to withhold from his neighbor.’
If covetousness be ‘idolatry,’ and the ‘love of mo
ney the root of all evil,’ we seriously apprehend that
some professed Christians, if saved, will be saved
‘so as by fire.’ True, they do give something, but
w iiat they give isso small when compared with their
ability, that if all Christians were to adopt their stan
dard, the treasury of the Lord would soon fail. And
when we compare their contributions with what
they ought, to give and with what many around them
do give, we might fairly set them down at. nothing.
And yet such individuals appear in no wise uneasy
on this subject. They are giving something,—God
has not told them precisely how much they must
give,_ q is no one’s business to judge them—and
therefore they dole out their pittance and sit at ease!
Now we wonldask whether the intemperate drinker,
or the profane man has not just as good a right to
quiet his conscience after the same manner. God
has no where literally laid down the precise line of
temperance, nor has he drawn the precise line be
tween profaneness and a reverent use of his name,
and has not the man who trenches upon these sa
cred precepts as good a right to conclude himself a
Christian, as he who treads half-way over the com
mand ‘thou shalt not covet.’ Nor is it a sufficient
excuse for professed Christians, that they are not
conscious of their sin, or do not see ths extent of it.
Why do they not see it ? Is it f°r want of light ?
Nay,it is because ‘he that doeth evil hateth the light.
And the very same excuse might be made for intem
perance, or profaneness. For who does not know
that it is a common thing for an.intemperate man to
be blind to his excesses,and all profane men are wont
to excuse tlieir profanity on the ground that they
mean no harm. When Ananias and Sappnira kept
back a part of the price of their possessions, they
probably thought they were giving enough, and they
hoped to secure the blessings of the gospel without

tors of the University, it must be understood that
Tutors occupy a standing in the colleges of the Eng
lish Universities very different from that of officers
of the same name in our Colleges. The Senior Tu
tors of Trinity College, Cambridge, for example,
rank above Professors as such, and divide between
them the responsibility of the whole college instruc
tion, each having charge of every department of
regular study in his section of students, being as
sisted by sub-tutors. We shall expect to hear more
of this matter.

The following requisition, signed by four tutors
of the University of Oxford, has been addressed
to the Editor of ‘Tracts for the Times.’ We be
lieve that the request of these gentlemen, that
the author of the offensive tract should give his
name, has not been complied with, and that it
is not likely to be complied with; but it is pretty
will known that Mr. Newman is the man. The
Standard states, that a meeting of the heads of
houses has been call to consider the subject:—
TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘TRCTS FOR THE TIMES.’

Sir,—Our attention having been called to No.
90 in the series of ‘Tracts for the Times, by Mem
bers of the University of Oxford,’ of which you
are the editor, the impression produced on our
minds by its contents is of so painful a charac
ter, that we feel it our duty to intrude ourselves
briefly on your notice. This publication is en
titled ‘Remarks on certain Passages in the ThirtyArticles:’ and, as these articles are appointed
by the statutes of the University to he the text
book for tutors in their theological teaching, wc
hope that the situation we hold in our respective
colleges will secure us from the charge of pre
sumption in thus coming forward to address you.
The tract has, in our apprehension, a highly
dangerous tendency, from its suggesting that sev
eral very important errors of the Church of Rome
are not condemned by the articles of the Church
of England; for instance, that those articles
do not contain any condemnation of the doc
trines—
1. Of purgatory,
2. Of pardons,
3. Of the worshipping and adoration of im
ages and relics,
4. Of the invocation of saints,
5. Of the mass,
as they are taught authoritively by the Church
of Rome; hut only of certain absurd practices,
and opinions, which intelligent Romanists re
pudiate as much as we do. It is intimated,
moreover, "that the declaration prefixed to the ar
ticles. so far as it has any weight at all, sanctions
(his mode of interpreting' them, as it is one

ufacture of ardent spirits. Does. ijotyhis very loud
warningilself imply, that total abstinence is both a
safe and a good thing ?
3. It is said that they who abstain totally impeach
the example of the Saviour; but the Saviour travel
ed about, and was ‘so poor that he had not where to
lay his head,’ and St. Paul wrought for his living as
a tent-maker. Modernjninisters do not scruple to de
viate from these latter examples. And why ? Be
cause the circumstances of this age are different.—
May not the Mrcwzrestances of this age make it expe
dient to deviate from such high examples in the use
of wine ?
4. The Saviour associated with publicans and sin
ners; but ‘does it follow,’ asks Robert Hall, ‘that
we who are placed at so infinite a distance below
him, would be safe in such a contagion ?’ And
would it not be well to consult the same ‘ infinite
distance’ in lhe matter of temperance ?
5. ‘It is good neither to eat flesh nor to drink
wine, nor to do any' thing whereby thy brother
stumbleth,’ &c. When the apostle penned this
charitable rule, he had the mind of Clnist, and they
who make it the ground of associated tee-totalism,
certainly do not impeach the example of Christ.
6. If alcohol be that which produces intemper
ance, it has certainly received a vast accession of
power since the time of the apostles, by the addition
of distilled spirits; and to increase our power to
meet it by the formation of tee-total societies is not
ultraism.
7. It is well known that the intemperate can fuljY sustain their vicious habit by the use of fermented
jiquoronly. Will it be said that what can fully sus
tain intemperance may not produce it ?
8. Distilled spirits and fermented liquors are so
connected and intermixed in this age, that to attempt
to distinguish between them, or tell which does the
greater injury, would be as impossible as to tell
whether the waters of the Alleghany, the Monongahala, or the Kanawha, did most harm in the great
flood which happened at Cincinnati a few years
ago ‘
9. Can any one tell the difference between moder
ate stimulation with wine and moderate stimulation
with brandy ? The former is perhaps the more
agreeable, and therefore the more likely to lead into
bad habits.
10. If a man were to go to Turkey and propose to
do away the evils of opium-eating by mixing the
drug with some other solid, or with some other li
quid, he would not be likely to accomplish his ob
ject. The only effectual remedy for opium-eating
would be total abstinence ; and is not that the only
effectual remedy for the evils of alcohol ?
11. When St. Paul advised Timolhv to take a ‘lit-

to a large and deeply attentive audience in the
Church at the corner of Ninth and Plum streets.
From these brief memoranda, it will appear
that we have had a rich repast in sanctuary priv
ileges, and frequent returns of those holy hours
which bring us to the house of God. It is not
for us to compliment the preachers, or use extrav
agant language in expressing our hopes of the
good done, and to be expected in future from
these services. All who know our Bishop, can
tell his theme of discourse, go where he may ;
for what is it, but ‘Christ crucified, the sinner’s
only and all-sufficient ground of pardon and sal
vation ? And all who read their Bibles, and ob
serve the onward movement of our Zion, can rea
dily tell what are the blessings of a faithful exhi
bition of the Word of God! At such seasons,
our hearts feel as did those of the disciples on
the way to Emmaus; the Lord makes himself
known to his people, nor docs he vanish from
the eye of faith, but lingers in the midst of the
assembly of his saints, and fulfils his gracious
promise, ‘Lo I am with you always, even to the
end of the world.’
We always feel strengthened by such visita
tions of our churches, and bless God for casting
our lot in that form of the Christian family which
gives us the aid and counsel of one in whom we
recognize the name and grace and office of an
apostle of Christ Jesus.
* *
The Receipt of the following sums, on the deficit
of the salary of the Episcopate, is hereby acknow
ledged.—viz:
1841, March 3d, From Christ’s Church,Cin
cinnati, per Kt.Rev. C.
P. Mcllvaine, in part, $ 100 00
15th,From Juvenile Missionary
Society of St. Janies’
Church, Painesville, per
R.ev. Mr. Varian, ,§5 00
“ From St. James,’ Paines
ville, per Rev. Mr. Va
rian, in part, $22 00,
27 00
GEORGE BROWNING, Treasurer.
Mt. Vernon, April 14th, 1841.
N. B. The balance still due the Episcopate for de
ficit of salary last year is $481 54.
The amount received on salary of current year is
$304 00.

safety lead us, stepped forth, in presense of the
church, and under the solemn charge and adjuration
of her minister, from death, ns it were, to life,—
‘from darkness into light—from the power of Satan
unto God. Ifwefelt not, oh how must we not have
been felt for, by the dwellers in a better sphere—by
those whose delight it is to have sympathy with the
heirs of Christ’s Salvation? but we did feel: if I
judge aright, some among us then glowed with emo
tions which they had hardly conceived before,—al
most they with Stephen beheld Heaven opened, and
‘the Son of Man standing on the right hand of God,’
the sterling value of Christ’s religion had become,
evident to their very senses. The excellent glories
of his Church were more fully unfolded to their view,
while amid the silence that reighed for a moment,
as the ceremony closed,—a hallowed silence, un
marred by the lightest whisper of earth,-—they heard
with the enraptured ear—not of imagination, but of
faith—rich harpings from a higher world, voices
from sympathising bands of the Cherub and the
Seraph, saying to each of the baptized,
Welcome sister from out the waves
Of a dark and a ‘troublesome world.’
Thou hast gain’d the bright shore of that only land
Where ‘the wings oft.he soul ate unfurl'd’—
The Church of thy God—that delightful home
Of the ransom’d, the wash’d, the forgiven;
The door is pass’d, and thou standst in the porch
Of a mansion prepared in Heaven.
Tis Paradise bursts on thy young soul’s eye—
Thou art breathing the perfumes of Eden’s sky,
And the rush of the breeze which so strangely rings
In thy wakening ear, is from Angel’s wings.

Long and happy will be our remembrance of those
first morning services in the ‘upper room’ at Adrian.
Having to proceed without delay to my next station,
Tecumseh, where I had an appointment for officiat
ing at an early hour in the afternoon, I did not see
any of my hearers in private, on that day, as I could
have wished, to ascertain what impressions had tru
ly been made on the heart, and to endeavor, with
Heaven’s assistance to direct, and to deepen them.
On my next visit, however, I had reason to give
thanks to Almighty God, that there was evidence of
some seed having fallen into ‘good ground;’ and that
we soon might hope for a repetition of the blessed
scene I have described. There was an impulse too, a
new energy—pleasingly manifest through the whole
parish, and exerting in various ways, a most happy
influence on the temporal matters of our Church;
as one instance of this, I might mention the pur
chase of a commodious place of worship, soon, we
trust, to be the consecrated fold of those our ‘sheep
in the wilderness.’
Lenawe.

whose hands and in whose family I received all the
attentions of Christian hospitality and friendship
As circumstances seemed to require a much longer
stay at this place than was at first anticipated and
led me to officiate much'oftener than is ordinarily
demanded by an Episcopal visitation, the following
extracts from my private journal, may serve for the
statement of my services in this Parish and at Monti
cello.
|
Tuesday 23d. Prayers at night by Mr. Lee, and
sermon by myself.
Ash-Wednesday 24th. Mr. L. read prayers in the
morning and at night, on both of which occasions I
preached.
■
Thursday 25th. Same services performed to-day
as yesterday.
Friday 26th. Visited Port Leon, twenty-two
miles distant, hut there being no place here providec
as yet for celebrating divine worship, we returned
the same evening to Tallahassee. An earnest wist
has been expressed, by several influential persons;
to have the services of the Church at this place
and from the effort which has been made to effec
this object, the hope is cherished, that at no distan
day it will be accomplished.
Sunday 28th. Morning prayer by Mr. Lee, an:
sermon by myself: after which we administered tin
holy communion to some forty or fifty persons. A
night Mr. L. read prayers and baptized an adult
when I again preached.
Tuesday March 2. Left Tallahassee in compan'
with Mr. Lee, for Monticello. The rain decendei
in torrents. About night we reached Wirtland
the residence of Mrs. Wirt, and were made wel
come to the elegant hospitalities of that interests
and aimable family.
Wednesday 3d. Proceeded to Monticello, when
a large congregation was assembled and awaitin|
our arrival in the school-room of Mr. Elwell, a !a’
reader and candidate for orders. After prayers b
Mr. L. I baptized two adults, Mrs. M. C. Rowls, air
Miss <%’. R- Johnson, and the following named chi!
dren, viz: T. IT. Tucker, IT. IT. Tucker, />. /
Taylor, V. E. Johnson, C. E. Johnson, E. 11
Cuthbert, J. A. Cuthbert, T. S. Cuthbert, M. Cutk
bert, and <S. R. Cuthbert. After baptism I addresse
the 'people upon the subject of confirmation. Il
the afternoon, after prayers by Mr. Lee, I preach
ed and administered confirmation to ten personsthe first fruits of the labors of Mr. Elwell as In;
reader, and a gratifying testimony to the wisdon
of not ‘despising the day of small things.’
Thursday March 4. Returned to Tallahassee
every way pleased with our visit and more gratefu
than can be here expressed for the kindness am
civilities of our friends. It is a wonderful allevio
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St. Mary’s Hall.
tion of the hardships of our ministry to perceive is destined to keep pace with the growth of our pop Captain in the Navy. He was an acting lieutenant runner had been reported with despatches for the
Upiscopal Female Seminary,
GREN BANK, BURLINGTON,
NEW JERSEY.'
Granville, Ohio.
that our labors are appreciated and received with a ulation, until, without a figure of speech, an army under Commodore M'Donough, in the gallant naval j Tnri:an Agent
on Lake Champlain, wiiere he distinguished
THE eishop of hew jersey, patron.
Christian spirit. It at least authorises the enter of officeholders may be spread over the land. The fight
MANSFIELD
FRENCH,
Principal.
unrestrained power exerted by a selfishly ambitious himself and was wounded.
HE summer term of this institution will com
REV. ALVAH SANFORD, Chaplain.
tainment of the refreshing hope that we ‘have not man, in order either to perpetuate his authority or
The notorious Sol. Mitchell, of Montgomery co.,
Lake Michigan.—Low Water.—At no period
mence on the first day of May next. The
N this Institution, instruction is given in all the
run, nor labored in vain.’ During the remainder of to hand it over to some favorite as his successor, Alabama, was recently shot dead at Mount Meigs, since the spring of 1836, has the water in Lake
per term of five months for hoarding, lodg
branches of a thorough English education, in the ing, charges
this week I was unable to perform any service in may lead to the employment of all the means with by the Deputy Sheriff, who was attempting to arrest
fuel, use of bed and bedding, and towels, ali
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and
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Michigan
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so
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present
time,
in his control to accomplish his object. The right to
English branches, Ancient Languages, and Psal
consequence of bodily indisposition, brought on by remove
from office, while subjected to no just re in the act of presenting his gun to shoot the offi- The fast whiter has been excessively dry, with rious ornamental branches. It isfurnished with well mody, are $106.
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in
fact
straint, is inevitably destined to produce a spirit of
Washing is charged at fifty cent's per dozen.Sunday 7. I was so unwell to-day that I could crouching servility with the official corps, which, in
The citizens of Tennessee are raising funds
there has been no rain in this region since No- sortment of apparatus for illustrations in Chemistry, Music with use of piano $15. French $7 50
Natural Philosophy; and Astronomy.
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$8 per quarter.
not perforin any service, other than to go to the
vemberlast. This, doubtless, has had some inThe department of Music is under the direction of Drawing
lead to direct and active interference in the elections, of the late Hugh L. White.
At the suggestion of several friends of the insti
Church at night, and after prayers by Mr. Lee, both State and Federal, thereby subjecting the course
James Williamson, the Boston robber, was on Fri ffuenoe. though {he lake appears to have been de two gentlemen of very superior qualifications.
tution
and
consequence of the pecuniary depres
The Boarding House is under the care of Rev. sion of theincountry
confirm sixteen persons. The heavy rains of this of State legislation to the dictation of the Chief day committed to prison, by the police Court in Bos clining from other causes for the last two years.
the following propositions are
Mr.
Sanford
and
lady,
assisted
by
the
teachers.
The
and the last week had so swollen the water courses, Executive Officer, and making the will of that offi ton, for want of bail to amount of $5,000, for Gil The weather is now quite warm. So says the
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and $20,000 in Davis, Palmer, & Co.’s
on all bills of the second year, of fifteen per ceqt the
that I found it impracticable to travel in any direc cer absolute and supreme. I will, at a proper time, bert'sease,
vacancies, at this time, those at a distance who wdsh third
An individual in New Orleans has brought a suit last Milwaukie Advertiser.
invoke the action ofCongress upon this subject, and
year, of twenty per cent on the subsequent
tion. This circumstance combined with previous shall readily acquiesce in the adoption of all proper against a physician, charging him with having de
admission for their daughters or wards, must make
*1
•
application previous to sending them, stating their years.
delays, made it neccessary to abandon the idea of measures which are calculated to arrest these evils, prived complainant of a limb by improper profess
2. To those who send pupils fbr three or more
Chief Justice Taney has declined the invita- age and the probable time of their continuance. As years
ional
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25,
Otto
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so
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I
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leaving the time of their attendance to the. sev
visiting any other places in Fiorida.
tioh of the citizens of Baltimore to deliver the vacancies occur, notice will be given to those who eral ornamental branches to the discretion of the
Saturday 13. Alter prayers by Mr. L. preached no incumbent from office who has faithfully and lars.
The amount received in Michigan last year for oration on Monday, the 26th, the day when the can be. received.
honestly acquitted himself of the duties of his office,
Principal, the whole charge far the term, (including
Boarding is good private families will he provided
at night.
except in such cases where such officer has been guil postage was $72,000.
funeral solemities over President Harrison are to by the Principal, for such as wish to enter the School washing amounting as the several items do to about
During the year 1840 there were 8,223 births
Sunday 14. Mr. L. read morning and evening ty of an active partizanship, or by secret means—
) will be $150.
be performed. Ill health, with which he has and Cannot be accommodated in the Boarding House. $180,
3. When three or more daughters of one family
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given his official influence to the purposes of
tive congregations. I may remark here that on ev has
responsible oy the Principal for a proper obser are educated at the Hall, a deduction of twenty per
party, thereby bringing the patronage of the Gov 2,646 males, and 2,303 females.
vents his discharging the melancholy duty, of held
vance of such rules of conduct and study hours, out cent will be made on all their bills.
The Academy building in West Liberty, Ohio co.,
ery occasion ofassembling for worship in Tallahassee, ernment in conflict with the freedom of elections.
4. When more than five and less than ten pu
was destroyed by fire on the night of the 24th ‘paying just honors,’ as he remarks, ‘to the dis of School, as may be deemed necessary, in each case pils from the same neighborhood, a deduction of fif
the congregation were respectable in numbers, and Numerous removals may become necessary under Va.,
to secure to them the full benefits of the School.
this rule. These will be made by me through no ult. Loss about $3,500'. The greater part of the tinguished dead.’
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per cent on all charges will he made, and when
Young ladies will be received into the Institution,
generally speaking large.
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Monday 15. Left Tallahassee for Quincy, on or indulge unkind feelings towards any, but my con
The Five Million Loan.—The rumor was cur Payment of bills is required in advance.
A law has been enacted by the sovereigns of the
will be regulated by a profound sense of what
One hundred dollars must be paid at the be
my return, gratefully impressed with the civilties duct
There will be a short recess, terminating on the
is due to the country and its institutions ; nor shall Sandwich Islands, of which the first section ,is as rent in the city yesterday, that the State Treasurer
ginning of every term; and all money for tiie use
12th day of April. Tiie Summer Term, of22 weeks, of
and attention of its inhabitants. I pray God to I neglect to apply the same unbending rule to those follows:—If any man take potatoes, sugar-eane,
the pupils must he left with the Principal. No bills
had received information that the U. S. Bank
reward them for all their unremitted kindness to me. of my own appointment. Freedom of opinion will melons, or any other article of food, and transform would not pay the April instalment of the five will close on the 21st day of July.
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rage will be maintained, as the birthright of every fined one dollar, and it lie do the like again, the fine
to Mr. Lee, who kindly accompanied me in my American citizen, but I say emphatically to the offi sha.ll be two dollars, and thus the fine shall be doub allowed to anticipate by putting out her irre branches, per term,
...
$65 00 of any term, a draft will be drawn and the expenses
Tuition ot day scholars, do.,
9 00 charged.
travels through Florida, asisted me in the religious cial corps, ‘thus far and no farther.’ 1 have dwelt led for every otfence even to the utmost extent.
Address Rev. R. J. Germain, Chaplain, Principal
deemable notes.—Detroit Free Press.
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countrymen to understand the principle of the Exec van, aged 17 years. From the testimony, it appears
BISHOP MCILVAINF/S VISITATIONS.
and in short di:! every thing in his power to make utive action.
“
“ Water Colors, do.,
4 00 To the friends of Christian Education in tl.c Church.
that in a fit of passion because her sister did n-t cut
Other ornamental branches, as well as the Lan
St. Mary’s Hall is just completing its fourth year.
ji y visit agreeble to myself and profitable to the
In all public expenditures the most rigid economy her dress to suit her, she procured half dn ounce of
Bishop Mcllvaine’s visitations, with divine permis guages,
are taught, for which there is an extra The undersigned, having originated the enterprise
should be resorted to, and, as one of its results, a arsenic, mixed it in a cup, and drank in the presence sion, they will be as follows:
people.
charge.
and taken a constant share in its prosecution, has
of the family, after which she told her mother what
During my stay at Quincy, when I was detained public debt in time of peace should be sedulously she had done.
The close of the April recess will be a favorable thus far borne no public testipnony to the working of
avoided. A wise and patriotic constituency will ne
St. Matthew’s, Hamilton, Thursday, April 22,ser
another week by high waters, I read prayers, and ver object to the imposition of necessary burdens for
time for entrance. Application for admission may the plan, which, in 1837, he announced, in his ‘Ap
Gov. Gilmer is nominated in the Charlottesville vice at night.
be made either to the Principal or Chaplain.
peal to Parents, for Femaje Education on Christian
preached on the night of the 15th, and lGth, and useful ends ; and true wisdom dictates tiie resort to Advocate to represent the Albemarle District in the
Principles..’ It Was then his expectation that at
Trinity, Troy, Sunday, April 25.
Granville, March 18, 1841.
on the morning and afternoon of Sunday the 21st. sucli means, in order to supply deficiencies in the re next Congress. From letters which have been seen
least four years would be required for the developevenue, rather than to those doubtful expedients, from the District, there appears to be a strong pop
St. Pau’ls, Greenville, Monday, z\pril 26, service
*This was the conclusion of my services in Florida. which
Menzcl’s Herman IAteratiirc.
ment of the principles of the institution, and matur
ultimating in a public debt, serve to embarrass ular feeding in favor of his becoming a candidate—a
ERMAN Literature, translated from the Ger ing and settling its plans. He considers that this
May God graciously bless them for Christ s sake.’ the resources of the country and to lessen its abili feeling which lie will find it difficult to resist, what at night.
man of Wolf gang Menzel. By C. C. Felton. is now fully done: and he therefore feels that it is
Your faithful friend and servants in the Gos- ty to meet any great emergency which may arise.— ever may be his individual wishes.
St. James,’ Piqua, Wednesday, April 28.
2. vols., roy., 12mo.
his duty to declare, to all whom it may concern, his
All sinecures should be abolished. The appropria
reL JAMES D. OTEY, Bishop of Tennessee.
‘Menzel’s work on German Literature was ex entire, satisfaction with the principles, plan, and ad
St. Mark’s, Sidney, Thursday, “ 29
tions should be direct and explicit, so as to leave as
Interesting Relic.—The Connecticut Historical
tremely well received *.i England, and strongly com ministration of St. Mary’s Hall; and his conviction
limited a share of discretion to the disbursing agents Society has received, through the efforts of Sim
Christ’s Church, Dayton, Sunday, May 2.
mended by the most respect able periodical publica that it deserves the full confidence and the liberal
as may be found compatible with the public service.
eon
Hart,
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a
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from
tions
there. He is undoubtedly a writer of extraor patronage of the friends of Christian Rducatjopi in
All Soul’s, Springfield, Tuesday, May 4.
A strict responsibility on the part of all the agents
TOPICS OF THE TIMES. of
dinary vigor and clearness; and his style occasion the Church, llistosuch that the appeal has al
the Government should be maintained, and pecu Mrs. Ledyard, residing in New Jersey, the Vest
ally rises to eloquence. His moral and religious ways been made, and is now; .St. Mary’s Hall hav
lation or defalcation visited with immediate expul which was worn by Col. William Ledyard, at
feelings are high and pure, his critical perceptions ing been founded and unformily conducted as a
Agents for tljc ©bserber.
SATURDAY, APRIL 24, 1841.
sion from office, and the most condign punishment. the time he was killed by a British officer at the
are keen, and his power of illustrating his ideas by Church institution. No pupils indeed are rejected
The public interest also demands that, if any war
The
Rev.
C
harles C. Townsend is a Special
taking of Fort Griswold, in Groton, Sept. 6. 1781.
the ornaments of fancy, and from a wide range of on account of their religious profession. All are
“<£ljc form anb pressure of the Crime. has existed between the govervment and the curren
literary, and scientific acquisitions, is almost unrival welcome. .And a large number of its inmates have
cy, it shall cease. Measures of a financial charac It will be recollected, that he was barbarously Agent for this paper.
always been of such as did not profess and call them
ter, now having the sanction of legal enactment, killed with his own sword, fiftei lie surrendered
R. S. H. George, Esq. is Agent atPhiladelpbia, led. Our English critic compares him to Burke.’
THE PRESIDENT’S BURIAL.
Philosophical Miscellanies, translated from the selves Churchmen. .But its (raining and its tenden
shall be faithfully enforced until repealed by the le up the command of the fort: The vest exhibits Pa.
French
of
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Jouffioy,
and
B.
Constant,
with
BY WALTER COLTON.
cies
have always been and will al.ways be in accord
gislative authority. But 1 owe it to myself to de
Air—‘ Burial of Sir John Moore.’
D. Brunner, Esq. is the Agent for the Observer Introductory and Critical Notices. By George Rip- ance with the doctrine, discipline, and worship of
clare that 1 regard existing enactments as unwise the cuts made by the sword. Mrs. Ledyard was
ly. 2. vols., roy., 12mo.
the Protestant Episcopal Ghnrch: and it is matter of
and impolitic, and in a high degree oppressive. 1 the daughter-in-law of Col. Ledyard, and has at Baltimore, Md.
Slowly and mournfully pass they on
Select Minor Poems, translated from the German devout thankfulness to Almighty God, that from
shall promptly give my sanction to any constitution generously presented this interesting memento
To the home where the dead are sleeping,
Mr. Pivvfi K. Cady, corner of Walnut and Fifth of Goethe and Schiller, with notes. By John S. within its walls many have gone out, to carry with
al measure which, originating in Congress, shall of the sacrifices made by the heroes of the Revo
While the funeral notes of the muffled drum
them the principles which were here imbibed or con
have for its object the restoration of a sound circula
Streets, and Mr. Stanhope S. Rowe, at the Mechan Dwight. 1 vol., roy., l2mo
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Conversations with Goethe in the last years of.his firmed: and, ‘adorning in all things the doctrines of
O’er the sable bier are sweeping.
ting medium, so essentially necessary to give confi
ics’ and Traders’ Bank, West Third Street, Cincin Life, translated from the German of Eckermann. God our Saviour,’ to prmote, We trust, in the sta
dence in all the transactions of life, to secure to in deemed it necessary to resort to such cold-blood
He starts not now at the well-known sound,
tions in .which Providence shall place them the
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med the subject of their conversation by obser there are some which decompose very rapidly, observed Mrs. Clifford, ‘because I fear it is the Life of Elisha.
effect,—among which are the following:
tion.
ving, ‘When we take a glance at the world around but as a general case your observation is correct,’ last night, for a long time, that I shad, enjey the
institutions of God.—The church: the sanctuary; LG■om the Boston Medical Journal, Aug. 26, 18'
observed Mrs. Howard.
FIELD
FLOWERS.
pleasure
of
listening
to
your
conversation
on
this
the scriptures; the Lord’s day: the ministry; bap
The following is an extract from an article in i
us, we are struck with a great difference in the
paper on ‘Morbus Laryngeus Concionalorum,!
She then continued, ‘You have given me some subject. I have told Emma, that I must positive Ye field flowers! the gardens eclipse you, ’tis true; tism; confirmation; Lord’s supper.
objects we behold. We examine a rock, or take
Doctrines,
Privileges,
and
Duties
of
the
Christian.
Bronchitis, by Frank II. Hamilton, Professor
of the points of difference between objects which ly tear myself away to-morrow, though most re Yet, wildings of nature! I doat upon you—
—Commandments: full of man; repentance; faith; Materia Medica and General Pathology in Geni
up a stone, and then pass on to regard a vegeta
For
ye
waft
me
to
summers
of
old,
love;
prayer;
praise;
hope;
joy.
Medical College;
possess regeneration and those which do not; I luctantly.’
ble, a tree, or a flower, and cannot but perceive,
When the earth teemed around me with fairydelight,
Christ.—Our prophet; our high priest; our king;
‘The Rev. I. Covert’s mixture, also now ui
should like to know how, if you can detect any
Many regrets were expressed, and felt, at And when daisies and buttercups gladden’d my our example.
tliat between these two classes of objects a great
so extensively for this affection by clergy®,
remarkable ones, which exist between animals the thoughts of Mrs. Clifford’s departure, for her
Dispensation
oj
God.
—
Affliction;
death;
judgment;
belongs to the same class of stimulating expect
sight,
distinction exists. Rocks and stones remain fix
eternity; heaven; hell.
ants, being one of those lucky combinations ofu
and vegetables.’
Like treasures of silver and gold.
manners had softened and improved to a great
Pasts and Festivals of the Church.—Christmas; dical agents which, while it promotes expectorate
ed in the same spot, and are only moved by some
Good Friday; Easter Day; Ascension Day, Whitsun does not impair the tone of the stomach. Of ti
After deliberating a while, Mary observed, ‘I degree, and she appeared now' earnestly desirous
mechanical force, or some great convulsion of na
I love you for lulling me back into dreams
day; Godhead, or Trinity Sunday.
medicine we feel at liberty to speak, since its co,
think, dear mother, that I can point out one; to discharge her maternal and other duties faith Of the blue H ighland mountains and echoing streams,
Occasional Subjects.—End of the year; new year; position is not held from the Profession, and
ture, while every part of the vegetable world is
death
of
a
teacher,
death
of
a
scholar;
Sunday
animals possess the power of motion, and plants fully.
hope the proprietors will soon see fit to give it
And of broken blades breathing their balm;
undergoing a constant change. What an entire
schools; missions; duty to rulers; duty to parents, the public. We, therefore, venture to recomme
While the deer was seen glancing in sunshine re collects.
do not.’
When
the
morrow
came,
she
hade
adieu
with
it, having employed it in our own case, and in
ly different aspect do these fluctuations of the
mote,
explanation of contents.
cases of many others witli decided benefit.’
Mrs. Howard smiled,—‘Unless you qualify many tears to the hospitable inhabitants of the
vegetable world give to the face of nature in
It has been the author’s aim to give a consecutive
And the deep mellow crush of the wood-pigeon’s
To all whom it may concern; This may cerfi
your
assertion
somewhat,
Mary,
you
must
not
be
cottage, and the carriage in which she was seat
view of the doctrines, duties, privileges, and institu that I have examined the Rev. I. Covert’s int,
May, and in December. The leaves spring forth,
note,
tions of Christianity, and of those of our church in clients,-compounded under the name of the Bala
too confident of its correctness. For though ed was watched with tearful eye by Emma, until
Made music that sweetened the calm.
attain their full size, and then wither and moul
particular. To such a scheme, the improvement of Life: and believe said compound is happily ealeu
your idea is generally correct, there are, never the trees concealed it from her sight.
each Sabbath in the year was favorable. His aim ted to relieve persons of all ages and sexes afflict
der away. Leaving these two portions of crea
Not
a
pastoral
song
has
a
pleasanter
tune
has
been to stale what he conceives to be the obvi with acute and chronic diseases of the lungi
To be Continued.
theless, plants which possess powers of motion
tion, we pass on to the animal kingdom, and de
Than ye speak to my heart, little wildings of June! ous sense of Scripture, whilfe he has endeavored, in windpipe, as indicated by coughs, difficult breathit
to a certain extent.’
consideration of their design and use, to give them and pains in different parts of the chest, if adnaiu
Of old ruinous castles ye tell.
tect between that and the two former subjects of
TRY AGAIN.
all the interest he could by making them simple but tered under suitable circumstances and in appro;
‘Is it possible!’ the young ladies exclaimed in
I
thought
it
delightful
your
beauties
to
find,
our consideration, still increasing differences.
’Tis a lesson you should heed,
not puerile; illustrative, but not low.
ate doses.
JOSEPH T. PITNEY,
one breath, ‘what can those plants be?’
When the magic of nature first breathed, on my
The limit assigned in each exhortation, as will be
Physician and Surgeon
Try again;
‘Observations of this nature have induced some
perceived, admitted of little more than a simple ex
mind,
Auburn, August 31,1838.
‘A striking instance of this kind is presented,’
If
at
first
you
don
’
t
succeed,
position, illustration and improvement of the sub
writers to separate all material objects, into the
This certifies that having examined the Rev,
And your blossoms were part of her spell.
Try again:
said Mrs, Howard, ‘in a very pretty and curious
ject,—a plan, disadvantageous in some respects, yet Covert’s Balm of Life, in all its component pat
animal, vegetable, anti mineral kingdoms, while
favorable,
as
he
conceives,
to
the
incipient
developeThen
your
courage
will
appear,
we do believe it to be one ol the best compom
plant which has received the name of Venus’
Even now what affections the violet awakes;
ments of the mind, by clearing the view of all ex for coughs, chronic inflammations, etc., ofwfc
others have divided them all into two classes,
For, if you will persevere,
What loved little island, twice seen in their lakes,
Fly-Trap, from the peculiar property it possesses.
traneous matter, that especially which is purely we have any knowledge, and do most cordially
You will conquer, never fear;
viz: such as are possessed of life, and such as are
speculative. The canticles take a peculiar form commend its use to all afflicted with the ab
Can the wild water-lily restore!
Its leaves have two rows of sharp prickles, and
Try again.
from the wish to commit the heart of the child ot named diseases.
not possessed of life. With such an arrangement,
Wh it landscapes I read in .the primrose’s looks;
expressions before God, which, under the divine
J. W. DANIELS, M. D., ?
you will readily comprehend, that we should are likewise jointed; it has besides, the surface of
What pictures of pebbles and minnowy brooks,
Once, or twice, though you should fail,
Spirit, might serve to impress more vividly, and se
W. J. LOVEJOY, M. D., ( »annaIn
the
vetches
that
tangled
the
shore!
throw the whole vegetable and animal creation its leaves covered with minute holes, containing
cure
more
lastingly
in
the
mind,
the
truth
on
each
Try again;
GORDON NEEDHAM, M. D., Onondag,
Sabbath
declared.
He
has
not
restricted
himself
to
a
sweet
gummy
matter
which
is
very
attractive
E. LAWRENCE, M. D., Baldwiusville.
into the first class, while the mineral will remain
If you would at last prevail,
Earth’s cultureless buds! to my heart ye were dear, the language of David, for wa of matter sufficien tly
The nature of the composition of the Rev. 1, C
to flies. When one of these little sugar bags is
Try again.
in the last.
pertinent to his design, hut he conceives that the
Ere the fever of passion, or ague of fear,
ert’s Balm of Life, having been fully explainei
use
of
the
‘
Te
deum,
’
and
the
‘
Benedicite,
’
in
the
If
we
strive,
’
tis
no
disgrace,
touched,
however
slightly,
by
an
unfortunate
fly,
Had scathed my existence’s bloom:
‘I should like all of you, my dear girls, to take
church services, supports him in the latitude he has the following medical gentlemen, they have cons
Though we may not win the race;
ted that they may be referred to as authority for
Once I welcome you more,in lifes passionless stage, taken in their construction.
this subject into consideration for a while, as I the sides of the leaf spring up, the prickles knit
What would you do in such a case?
With the visions of youth to revisit my age,
In making the canticle and subsequent prayer utility as an expectorant in those chronic cases
themselves
together,
and
the
poor
fly
is
squeezed
have a letter of some importance to write, if Mrs.
Try again.
mutually refer to the truth stated in the exhortation pulmonary disease in which that class of reme
Arid I wish you to grow on rny tomb.
he designs that the association in the child’s mind is indicated.
Clifford will excuse my doing so, and when that to death. Another example of a similar kind, is
CAMPBELL.
D. M. Reese, M. D, Professor of Theory
If you find your task is hard,
shall be, if posihle, sufficiently striking to leave a
is finished, give me the result of your delibera presented in the blossom of the common Barbacomparatively clear conception of what it has been Practice of Medicine in the Albany Medical I
Try again;
ry,
Berboris
Vulgaris.
I
have,
in
childhood
taught.
lege.
tions.’ Mrs. Clifford hoped her friend would ne
PROSPECTUS OF THE
Time will bring you sure reward,
I i the prayers the author has desired to make use
J. M’Naughton, M. D., Professor of Anati
ver treat her with ceremony, and she immediate frequently taken one of its yellow blossoms, and
WESTERN EFISCOPAE OBSERVER.
Try again:
of the language of the Book of Common prayer, and Physiology in the Fairfield Medical College
its
stamens
with
the
point
of
a
needle
touched
where
he
possibly
could;
wherein
he
has
failed,
he
All that other folks can do,
Mark Stephenson, M. D., New York city.
ly began to urge her reluctant daughter to make
VOLUME XI.
has aimed at some humble imitation. Besides the
Doct. M. McKnight, New York city.
Why, with patience, should not you?
an effort which she had scarcely ever attempted, or pin, when the little flower would immediately
Arrangements having been made to publish the appropriate use of the book, it is respectfully sug
J. R. Mitchell, M. D., Philadelphia.
Only
keep
this
rule
in
view,
Gambier Observer and Western Church Journal gested to parents whether it might not be used as
C. D. Townsend, M. D., or John Wilson, M.
which was to think. Though this young lady close its petals, as if in anger at the intruding
simultaneously
at
Cincinnati
and
Louisville,
at
the
Try Again.
a Sabbath evening exercise with their children to Albany.
close of the present volume ip December next, the some profit; especially on those Sabbaths when the
had been a pupil in a fashionable boarding school, weapon. There is another specimen of this
From the Rev. D. More.—In 1325 my lung
paper will thenceforth be continued under the name children have been prevented by the weather, or any
THE PEARL OF PRICE.
at P--------- , she had been accustomed to learn kind, furnished by an East India plant, which has
came seriously diseased, and continued so form
of the Western Episcopal Observer, and printed other cause from attending school.
fourteen years; and about six years since 1 was
‘Father, say where is the bright gem found?
at the Western Church Press, Cincinnati.
her lessons in a mechanical manner, and almost received the name of Moving Grass; this is, how
The above excellent work or Sunday Schools may
The change of location to point so central to be had at the Bookstore of ISAAC N. WHITING, tacked with a chronic bronchitis, which occasi
Beneath the dark waters, or under the ground?
ever,
not
excited
by
the
touch,
but
simply
by
the
me much pain and distress, attended by cliff
without any exercise of her mental powers, so
the West, and so convenient for the early reception Columbus, at $2, 75 per dozon or 31^ cents each
It is found on the floor of the dark blue sea,
breathing and pains in various parts of the c
and rapid diffusion of intelligence, will it is believed,
that now, when she tried really to think, her action of the sun. Thus you see, Mary, that
Where the wailing waters roll mournfully?
In March last 1 purchased a bottle of Rev. 1.
St. •Baines’ Ilall.
greatly increase the usefulness and interest of the
your
assertion
requires
some
qualification,
since
vert’s Balm of Life, and the effect has been, tha
mind seemed in such a confused state, that she
Is it hid ’neath the soil in the damp dark mine
paper. With a view the more effectually to secure
NEAR BRISTOL, BUCKS COUNTY, PA.
breathing is about as before 1 was taken, rny c!
these objects, the Proprietor lias invited and obtained
Where the lamps of the workmen dimly shine?
could not fix her thoughts long enough on any there are some plants which possess powers of
Bcv.
A.
F.
Dobb,
A.
M.,
Principal.
ic bronchitis nearly, if not altogether cured
the
editorial
co-operation
of
the
three
resident
Rec

Father, say where is the pearl procured,
one subject to give herself one clear idea : and motion, as well as animals.’ The celebrated na
The public are respectfully informed that the du the pains of the chest have subsided. I have j
tors whose names are subjoined with his own. The
And who its possession hath well secured!’
paper will therefore, from the commencement of the ties of t'nis Institution will be resumed as usual, on confidence in the Balm of Life, and think it a
after a bewildered and petted look of a few mo turalist, Baron Cuvier, whose assertions have re
and safe medicine.
next (the XI) volume be issued under the joint edi Monday, the second day of November.
ceived
the
sanction
of
the
modern
learned
world
DAVID MOR
ments, she indolently gave up the attempt, and to
‘Son, seek not on earth the things of the sky,
Parents and Guardians desirous of a comfortable
torship of the subscribers, and printed and published
Aurelius, N. Y., Aug 21, 1839.
home for their sons or wards; with every facility for
as above.
Look not for the Spirit with mortal eye,
each remonstrance or suggestion of her mother, to such a degree, as to be considered almost in
From the Rev. II. Bannister, A. B., Teacl
The Observer will continue to maintain and put an accomplished Christian Education, are respect
That gem is the gift of our Saviour’s grace,
•Try, Emma, to think a little while, and give your the light of scientific axioms, has observed,—
forth with renewed zeal, those leading doctrines of fully invited to visit the Hall at. an early opportunity. Languages, in the Cazenovia Seminary.—This
And
it
finds
in
the
heart
a
resting
place.
Terms—$100 per session’of five months, in ad tifies that I have successfully used the Rev. 1
the Gospel which it has always held and defended
kind friend some answer,’ she would merely re ‘Though many plants withdraw their leaves when
Attend to the precepts of heavenly truth,
as essential to piety of heart and life; and as an vance. The most respectable references will be vert’s Balm of Life, in the case of an obsi
we
touch
them,
while
their
roots
constantly
di

given
on application.
cold which resulted in a settled inflammation c
ply, by a sullen look or in peevish words, ‘I do
Remember thy God in the days of thy youth,
Episcopal paper, will continue its faithful advocacy
lungs, the Balm of Life, after the trial of si
of the peculiarities of our communion.
Strive daily to tread as thy Saviour trod,
not know how to think, mamma, I have never rect their course towards moisture, and their leaves
HRIST to Return; a Practical Exposition of the other medicines for several weeks, effected a
Il is the design of the editors to establish such cor
towards the air, and towards the light, and al
Prophecies recorded in the 24th and 25th chap ual but permanent cure.
So may’st thou be rich in the Lord thy God.
been required to do it.’
respondence with the Atlantic cities as will secure
ters of the Gospel according to St. Matthew. With
II. BANNISTE
though
some
parts
of
vegetables
even
exhibit
mo

M.
C.
the earliest religious intelligence: and by a similar a Preface, by the Right R ev. L. Silirnan Ives, D. D.,
Mary and Harriet Howard had, however, been
Cazenovia, April 18, 1839.
arrangement
at
the
West,
to
make
their
journal
a
Bishop of the Diocese of North Carolina. By G.
tions,
for
which
we
can
perceive
no
exterior
The
following
from
the
Rev.
L. Halsey, D
early accustomed by their excellent mother to
CHRISTIANITY PROPAGATED FROM THE vehicle of fresh and authentic information, as to the Emlen Hare, Rector of Trinity Church, Princeton, Professor of Ecclesiastical History, etc-, in th
establishment
and
progress
of
the
Church
through
cause,
these
different
movements
are
distinguish

SEED, AND FROM THE TWIG.
Spencer’s Appeals to the Heart.
the wholesome exercise of their own mental pow
burn Theological Seminary, has just been
out the Western Dioceses and Missions.
For sale by
HENRY PERKINS,
ved:
< Every plant,’ said the Lord once, ‘which my
ers, and they therefore prepared to comply with ed from those of animals by their exhibiting no
234 Chesnut street.
Chauncey Colton,
Rev. I. Covert—My Dear Sir: In referren
proofs of perception and of will.’
Heavenly
Father
bath
not
planted,
shall
be
root

Philadelphia.
her wishes, on this occasion, though the subject
Wm. Jackson,
your medicine, I deem it my duty to state, tha
‘This distinction,’ Mrs. Clifford remarked, ‘ap ed up.’—Matt, xv: 13. Consolatory as these
a long time I have been afflicted with a chronic
John T. Brooke,
Splendid London KSoolis.
was one which required considerable effort.
and its usual accornpavaniments; and I
pears to me a very just one, and will remove all words are for those who know that they are of
Henry V. I). Johns FTPHE Pictoral edition of the Book of Common chilis
When the letter was sealed and dispatched to
induced to try your preparation, on the assu
Prayer,
illustrated
with
many
handsome
en

Tn addition to the above arrangement for file responsible ed itorship of the GB
Mary’s difficulties; I think, if I may judge by the the Father’s planting, yet equally dreadful must SERVER,
from medical men that it contained no baza
a department of it has been assigned to the pen of the author of the gravings, to which are added original notes by Rev.
the mail, Mrs. Howard glanced around on the
‘•Young Ladies’ Companion.” the “Life of Wycliffe,” etc. etc. T he columns un
ingredients. The result has been the all
expression of her countenance, she was beginning they sound in the ears of those to whom they an der
her charge will be mainly devoted to original matter, or selections from othe
Henry
Stoking,
M.
A.
febrile irritations and gradual restoration of lie
circle, and her eye brightened, as it rested on the
sources, chiefly designed to guide and i nstruct youthful minds,—while reference
The
Life
of
Christ,illustrated
with
choice
prayers
will
be
had
to
interesting
and
recreating
them
hv
the
recital
of
facts
drawn
from
to be somewhat perplexed.’
nounce a horrible fate. The plants here inten some of the various branches of Natural History and from Natural Philosophy. from one hundred and thirty eight eminent British functions to the throat, so that I am enabled '
faces of her own children, for she read in the ex
turn to the labors of the desk. I think the
is designed to embellish this department of the paper with occasional pictorial
‘What have you to say, Harriet?’ inquired her ded are members of the Christian church; reli Itillustrations
of such subjects as may be supposed particularly interesting. A por- and Foreign Divines, and embelished with seventy
cine entitled to the attention of all persons sin
pressive language of their eyes, an assurance that
'ion of the space under the charge of Miss COXE, will be occupied with matter nine engravings after celebrated authors.
mere
particularly
interesting
to
the
female
portion
of
our
readers.
affected.
mother.
gious people, not reprobate characters, nor ene
Gray’s Elegy illustrated.
they had tasked their minds to obey her direc
Yours truly,
LUTHER HALS!
‘I have read in some book, mamma,’ she replied, mies to the truth, but persons of biblical knowl
The
Pictorial
Illustrations
of
the
Bible.
Gambier, Ohio, Oct. 29, 1840.
Auburn Theo. Seminary, March 9, 1840.
tions.
Pilgrim
’
s
Progress,
with
splendid
illustrations.
‘that wc may always discover whether a thing is edge and devout walk. But their whole religious
I have seen with great satisfaction the particulars
ETPrice $1 per bottle.
The London Annuals for 1841, viz. The Protes
As Mary was the eldest, her mother called up
For sale in Cincinnati (wholesale and retail
an animal or a vegetable substance by burning ness is not the work of God, but of man ; and is of the new arrangement with respect to the pub tant Annual—Book of Beauty—Forget Me Not—
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lication editorship, &c., of the Gambier Observer, The Drawing Room Scrap Book—Finden’s Tableaux
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it, as the smell of an animal body is always pe neither their own, nor done to them by others.
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server.
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a
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London Bibles, all sizes.
culiar.’
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of tire mineral world.
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Zanesville, by A. Lippitt.
A modest blush tinged Mary’s cheek as she re
editorial labors. Its publication at Cincinnati and
No. 26 South Fifth street above Chestnut.
Steubenville, by Ja’s Tui
the
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Etheopian,
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unregenerate
nature
‘
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botanist,
Sir
James
Edward
Smith,
Louisville will bring it into very easy connection with
plied, ‘I have tried, dear mother, to obey your
Cleveland, by Sanford an<
Philadelphia.
all ourwestern and south-western dioceses, while its
wishes, though 1 am afraid I shall not give you points out out another striking distinction be has painted itself. Such persons insinuate them pages will afford a ready opportunity for the publi
PUBLISHED, AND FOR SALE BY THE
lYIcllVirtue on Juslificalioii.
General Protestant Episcopal Sunday School
much satisfaction. I cannot tell in what life tween the animal and vegetable kingdoms. He selves into the ranks of the pious, without being cation of whatever internal matters they may sev
SAAC N, WHITING, Bookseller and Pi
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erally desire to show to the public. With an earn
er, Columbus, has just published Justifh
consists, but I can see plainly that the possession says, ‘Plants alone have the power of deriving the subjects of divine influence or guidance.— est hope that the paper will be as well sustained by
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by Faith; willi an Appendix: By the Bt
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